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ABSTRACT
Send My Love to Tijuana I Tijuana Sends Her Love replaces an existing pedestrian bridge that connects two vibrant neighborhoods in Tijuana, Mexico. The bridge is
strategically situated to integrate itself into the city's urban fabric, while maintaining visibility from the United States Border and the San Ysidro Border crossing, the
most heavily trafficked border crossing in the world. There, passage is tightly controlled, extending wait-times to unbearable lengths for even those permitted to cross
legally. Nearby, my project provides an alternative portal that is universally accessible to those who wish to reconnect with their loved ones by way of another, virtual
means: free videoconferencing within dedicated spaces. These spaces range in scale, beginning with the precedent of the phone booth for private, intimate conversa-
tions and ending with large-scale public projection zones for families. In either case, families and loved ones are reconnected on opposite sides of the border in a
communion whose significance is witnessed by the monumental scale and form of the architectural composition.
Not only is the building's form significant, its details also contribute to its monumental character. While the fagade facing the United States is a severe 900 foot-long,
40 foot-high, rectangular, corrugated steel, reflection of the existing border "fence", its symbolic severity is subtly subverted by an array of millions of end lit fiber
optic cables. These cables are translucent hairs that blow in the breeze and that channel in from the fagade through the building's folded steel structure, and out into
rooms, out beside walkways, and out through ceilings. When light activates one end of the optical cable, it illuminates on the opposite end as well. Therefore, the
cable channeling system allows for daylight to penetrate the interior spaces, whereas at night, the fagade is illuminated by the internally lit building. The illumination
on the fagade is an eery, abstract depiction of the activities inside, as shadows from pedestrians deactivate the cables they pass, and the family-conferencing projec-
tions activate cables that portray content on the fagade. Finally, individual lights within the personal telecommunications rooms, when in use, can also be mapped to
their own zones. Thus, form and fiber optics enhance the symbolic value of the bridge, which anyway represents the human desire to connect, and directly opposes
the ever impassible border wall, which is an embodiment of military might and the distinctly human desire to separate.
This thesis project was inspired by my personal experiences with the family members left behind in Central and South America by their dearest relatives-children,
husbands, wives-who journeyed illegally to United States in order to garner a financial foothold to support their loved ones back home.
Thesis Supervisor: Marl Gouthorpe
Title: Associate Professor of Design
"Only to humanity, in contrast to
nature, has the right to connect
and separate been granted, and in
the distinctive manner that one of
these activities is always the pre-
supposition of the other."
- Georg Simmel
"Walls are the martial declaration
of the intent to repel all delinquent
perception and all illicit commu-
nion. They are not simple barriers
to energy transfer, but barricades
that prevent entropy of meaning
and preserve the holistic and uni-
tary concept of our dream world,
be it personal or a universal dream,
by eliminating that part of the other
more disparate world which fails to
conform to it."
- Robin Evans
send my love to tijuana I tijuana sends her love
the transcendental tijuanense telecommunications bridge to everywhere
by: mary hale
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This is Maria Vargas and her daughter Consuela. I met them while partici-
pating on a trip organized by MIT's Special Interest Group in Urban Settle-
ments (SIGUS) in January 2008. While the trip was, in its entirety, life-
changing, one particularly notable experience occured while conducting a
survey through the World Bank-funded development called La Presita, in San
Miguel, El Salvador. La Presita is an incredible neighborhood, minimally
designed to contain pockets for all different income levels, from the most
indigent to the most affluent. The latter live in architect-designed pre-fab-
ricated homes on cul-de-sacs, but the former live in houses they built for
themselves, on either side of narrow thoroughfares. These houses make up
a neighborhood of human-scale buildings, all unique, all interesting, and all
created by untrained designers. We walked with wonder through the sunny
one-lane streets, stopping occasionally to conduct an interview with a ho-
meowner. Usually there was a visual cue that would summon our curiosity,
for instance, a wacky faqade or an informal storefront. In this case, it was a
single mass-produced window proudly built into the front fagade of an oth-
erwise humble, hand-crafted house. I knocked on the door and was greeted
by Maria, who graciously extended an invitation to enter and talk for a little
while. Not long into the conversation, I asked her about the window that had
piqued my interest, and she began to speak about her son, Manuel. Manuel
left for the United States seven years ago, fleeing Salvadorian street gang
violence. He works construction in Houston and sends the remittances that
paid for a window that one would most likely find on an American suburban
tract home. I asked her when the last time she had seen her son was, and she
fell into my arms weeping. "It was seven years ago", she said.
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Like many illegal immigrants who successfully land and find work in the
United States, Maria's son can not leave. His inability to return is largely due
to the increasing security that defines the present-day border between the
United States and Mexico. Beginning with the establishment of the border
control in 1978 and bolstered by post 9/11 security this border can be lik-
ened to a war zone... the implications of which reach far beyond the border
into any ethnic enclave easily penetrated by INS forces.
The border itself is the most frightening manifestation of the United States
government's many post-9/11 measures to obtain "operational control". Mi-
grants must spend up to a year's salary in their native land to hire a guide,
known as a coyote, who may or may not guarantee his clients' safe arrival in
the United States. After all, the obstacles are vast and include thousands of
additional Border Patrol Agents; "high intensity stadium type lighting; ten-
foot-high steel fencing constructed by welding together Vietnam War surplus
corrugated steel landing mats; permanently mounted and mobile infrared
night scopes or thermal imaging devices, which detect migrants by their
body heat and enable the border patrol to dispatch its agents and vehicles
precisely to those places where illegal entries have been made; large num-
bers of motion-detecting sensors buried in the ground near the border; re-
mote video surveillance systems linked to in-ground sensors, so that as soon
as a sensor is tripped a nearby video camera automatically pivots to survey
the area; new road construction along the border, to give the border patrol
greater access and mobility; and a computerized system of biometric scan-
ning called "IDENT"."* Finally, INS's efforts include the construction of a
US - Mexico Border Fence.
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This fence, or more pointedly, wall, demarcating the border between the Unit-
ed States and Mexico serves a practical function for those who have instated
it. Its purpose is to dam the flow of humans across the border. However,
unlike water which obeys its physical properties and whose behavior can be
speculated upon with a certain degree of success, human innovation and
ingenuity are not as predictable.
Countless examples exist to describe the ineffectiveness of military border
walls, which are perhaps the most literal and banal interpretation of political
boundaries. They find ancient as well as contemporary precedents, from
Hadrian's Wall to the Berlin Wall, whose marginal success at blockading
foretells the inevitable failures of the border wall between the United States
and Mexico. What's more, advances in transportation technology, specifi-
cally airplanes, have displaced the border to cities that are distant from the
geographical line that separates the two countries. Thus, today, the border
should be considered as a more dispersed entity whose satellites include
airports, seaports, and locations where migrants exist around the country.
Of course, this dispersed border has not escaped the government's attention,
and its response can be seen in airports, train stations and seaports where
international travelers enter the United States. Programs such as "US Visit"
use digital fingerprinting, RFID technology, and digital photos to track inter-
national visitors' stays in the US. While fingerprinting and photographing
seems an ominous introduction for many foreign tourists, statistical evidence
shows that nearly half of illegal immigrants primarily entered the country le-
gally as tourists, and then remained there illegally on account of nonexistent
tracking technology.
"Looking at the [Berlin] Wall as architecture. it was
inevitable to transpose the despair, hatred frustration it
inspired to the field of architecture.. The Be lin wall was
a very graphic demonstration of the power of architecture
and some of its unpleasant consequences
- Rem Koolhaas
crossing

In spite of the border's dispersed nature, the most tangible evidence of bor-
der enforcement exists along the line itself, whose physical articulation (op-
posite) began during the Clinton administration. Then, articulation was the
imposition of a corrugated steel wall that enjoyed only marginal success as
a barrier. Its primary purpose is symbolic, and the meaning of this symbol-
ism is well stated by Robin Evans, "Walls are the martial declaration of the
intent to repel all delinquent perception and all illicit communion. They are
not simple barriers to energy transfer, but barricades that prevent entropy of
meaning and preserve the holistic and unitary concept of our dream world,
be it personal or a universal dream, by eliminating that part of the other
more disparate world which fails to conform to it. Walls are the armoury that
preserves our personal integrity against the inroads of humanity and nature."
This symbolism has, in recent years, been employed all over the world, well
beyond the United States Mexican border. Many have linked this trend to
globalization because it, according to Stephen Castles, "leads to increases
in all kinds of cross-border flows, including movements of people. In recent
years international migration has grown in volume, and is now an important
factor of social transformation in all regions of the world. States classify mi-
grants into certain categories, and seek to encourage certain types of mobil-
ity while restricting others."
Image of the border fence in Tijuana, 2007
(opposite) . . .IA N,= " ..,,
Map of the political border walls emerging the wall
as a part of the new global economy (right) the wall
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Hence, a border wall is a significant symbolic statement whose import is
understood the world-round. Its universal symbolism betrays a distinctly
human characteristic: the desire to separate. However, it is the distinctly
human counterpoint, the desire to connect, that overwhelms the program and
architectural composition of this thesis.
Enabled by today's high speed telecommunications technology, which is
ubiquitous in the United States but largely nonexistent for those without the
financial means to obtain it in Mexico, the project is a real-time, undirected
communication space for reconnecting loved ones severed from one another
by economic realities and by today's political situation. This reconnection
happens within a single monumental infrastructure, what could be termed
"a monument to living ghosts", in Tijuana, within view of the United States.
Architecture provides, in a grand symbolic gesture, shelter for a therapeutic
place of healing that would not be possible on the US side of the border. This
is because those living illegally in the United States have a need to maintain
anonymity. Therefore, they interact with the monument by using their cell
phones and internet cafes, which are easily accessible in the United States.
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Thus, this thesis takes the position that monumental composition, which has
historically belonged to governments and to the wealthy, is an important
aspect of giving voice to the downtrodden. It also pays homage, through the
integration of cinematic live-action projections, to Sergei Eisentein's theo-
retical ideas about architecture and film as relatives within in a genre of time
based media. Elaborating on this point, in his essay, "Montage and Archi-
tecture", Eisenstein cites the Acropolis as an example of one of the first films.
Although he believes that "only the film camera has solved the problem of
[fixing the total representation of a phenomenon in its full visual multidimen-
sionality] on a flat surface," he concedes that "its undoubted ancestor in
this capability is architecture." He asserts that "the Greeks have left us the
most perfect examples of shot design, change of shot, and shot length (that
is, the duration of a particular impression)," and he even goes so far as to
describe the Acropolis of Athens as the "perfect example of one of the most
ancient films". (117) He supports his argument with a description lifted from
Choisy's Histoire d'architecture, in which the complex of the Acropolis is
related in terms of "panoramas that unfold" (118) for the spectator traveling
by foot. These panoramas are created out of stunning architectural compo-
sitions that take advantage of forced perspectives, "picturesque... oblique
views" and more "majestic... frontal views" (119) of buildings on the site.
Moving through these buildings, one encounters "a series of pictures that...
are all calculated on the first impression that they make". This is where
Eisenstein links between Choisy's description of an architectural composi-
tion and his own theory on film. He states that "the calculation of a film shot
effect is obvious, for there too the effect of the first impression from each
new, emerging shot is enormous. Equally strong however is the calculation
of montage effect, that is, the sequential juxtaposition of these shots." (121)
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TIME DELAY ROOM (1974)
Enclosed within a tightly controlled space the
performers actions are directed to a separate
room where they are perceived hy the audi-
ence. Depending upon the layout of the instal-
lation. the performer may or not be aware that
he is being watched,
TiJUANA PROJECTION (2001)
Here the performer, is a part of the audience,
an she is fully aware that her image is being
proljeea in a public space. She wears the
performance ecupiment and sees the dislored
ermipowered reflection of her woros ano ac-
orios.
SEND MY LOVE TO TIJUANA (2009)
Here performances take place in two scales.
* 0 One is the exchange between remote perform-
•0 * ers. The other is the protection of these
interactions on the projects exterior. Actlions
* are projected in two directions: to the United
States and also into Tijuana. Before entering
the building, performers are aware that their
interactions will be visually revealed to some
extent.
0 PERFORMER i PERFORMANCE 0 AUDIENCE 0 HYBRID
Taking an inspirational cue from Eisenstein, the contemporary projects that
most directly influence the scope of this thesis integrate architecture and film
into a singular artistic composition whose powerful integration shed light on
important social concerns. These precedents include Krystof Wodiczko's
The Tijuana Projection (2001) and Dan Graham's Time Delay Room (1974).
Wodiczko's Projection is an incredibly moving success in terms of empower-
ing and giving voice to the silent, disenfranchised women of Tijuana. Wod-
iczko projects the faces of these women, all maquiladora workers, on the
monumental globe outside the Tijuana cultural center, giving a life-like not-
withstanding massive and distorted visage to each storyteller. He reclaims
these buildings as symbols of power and puts the power in the hands of those
who would otherwise not have it. His work utilizes technology to create a
massive, albeit ephemeral public artwork that trumps the power of even the
most successful mural. Its ephemeral nature ensures that when viewed it
will create an impact, and its impact will not be lost through the anesthetizing
effects of time that victimizes any static work of art.
Although Graham's project does not relate specifically to Tijuana, it explores
notions of performance and surveillance as well as the integration of once-
new technology and architecture. These are aspects that the thesis project
grapples with, in an effort to record and demonstrate the emotional impact of
the exchanges taking place within the building.
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The Tijuana Projection by Krystof Wodiczko. Realized as a part of InSI E 2000. Tijuana (opposite)
Time Delay Room by Dan Graham (above)
precedents I time based media
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The project is situated near the San Ysidro border crossing in Tijuana. This is
the most heavily trafficked border crossing in the world. It links directly to the
existing border fence, is situated beside informal housing settlements and is
proximate to Tijuana's major commercial centers.
More specifically, it is the site of an existing pedestrian bridge that is on
the route to and from the border crossing to Tijuana. To me, the bridge is a
powerful symbol of human ingenuity to create connections, and stands as a
direct counterpoint to the wall before it.
As Georg Simmel, points out in his essay "The Bridge and the Door", "Only
to humanity, in contrast to nature, has the right to connect and separate been
granted, and in the distinctive manner that one of these activities is always
the presupposition of the other." Thus, a bridge and a wall begin to manifest
themselves as polar opposites within the same family of physical manifesta-
tions of humanity's desire to both connect and separate.
Land use rnap near the San Ysidro Border Crossing
in Tijuana. from the San Diego / Ti/uana International
Transborder Planning Atlas (opposite)
Arial view of the Tijuana River in the urban context.
(above left)
View of the Tijuana River. taken from the project
site. a pedestrian bridge over the Tijuana River.
site I the tijuana river
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While the fagade facing the United States is a severe 900 foot-long, 40 foot-
high, rectangular, corrugated steel, reflection of the existing border "fence",
its symbolic severity is subtly subverted by an array of millions of end lit fiber
optic cables. These cables are translucent hairs that blow in the breeze and
that channel in from the fagade through the building's folded steel structure,
and out into rooms, out beside walkways, and out through ceilings. When
light activates one end of the optical cable, it illuminates on the opposite
end as well. Therefore, the cable channeling system allows for daylight to
penetrate the interior spaces, whereas at night, the fagade is illuminated by
the internally lit building. The illumination on the fagade is an eery, abstract
depiction of the activities inside, as shadows from pedestrians deactivate the
cables they pass, and the family-conferencing projections activate cables
that portray content on the fagade. Finally, individual lights within the per-
sonal telecommunications rooms, when in use, can also be mapped to their
own zones. The cabless integration into the structure of the building is ex-
plained by the cross sections appearing on pages 38 - 43.
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View from the United States Border.
Aerial perspective showing the elevation facing Tijuana.
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